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Overview
Challenge
How to do online migration
of data from iSCSI SAN
storage devices?
Solution
IBM SVC and Storwize
controllers have come up
with a great feature that
allows online migration of
data from or to iSCSI SAN
storage with minimal
downtime in the production
environment.

The purpose of this paper is to provide detailed step-by-step
instructions on the migration of iSCSI-attached disk volumes to
a virtualized environment using the IBM® System Storage®
SAN Volume Controller (SVC).
This paper is intended for people who are familiar with SVC, but
need a practical example to guide them through the steps of how to
migrate from an existing iSCSI storage area network (SAN)
environment to an SVC virtualized environment.

Getting started
IBM SVC and IBM Storwize® systems were used as iSCSI targets
until 7.6.0.0 release. This means that IBM SVC/Storwize can
connect to iSCSI hosts only.
In the 7.7.0.0 release, IBM introduced the iSCSI initiator
role/feature on SVC/Storwize platforms. This feature enables
SVC/Storwize to connect to the iSCSI storage arrays, which makes
it capable of connecting to storage arrays that work only on iSCSI
protocol.
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This white paper provides step-by-step instructions for online data migration
from iSCSI connected storage devices. This section describes the lab
environment used to write this white paper.
The following two setups were used:
1. Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server that has a 10 GB logical unit
number (LUN) allocated from an IBM Storwize storage controller
(refer to Figure 1).

SAN Volume Controller
Storwize
Dell EqualLogic
Windows 2000 Server

Network
 10Gb iSCSI switch
 8Gb FC switch

Figure 1: Lab setup with IBM Storwize as a storage controller
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2. Windows 2000 Server that has a 10 GB LUN allocated from a Dell
storage controller (refer to Figure 2).

Configuration best
practices
Use different Ethernet links
for different workloads of
iSCSI to avoid bottlenecks.
For example:
 Production server to
SVC/Storwize cluster
connectivity
 IP replication workload
 iSCSI storage
virtualization workload

Figure 2: Lab environment setup with Dell storage controller

With release 7.7.0.0, the IBM SVC and Storwize iSCSI initiator supports online
data migration from the following iSCSI-connected storage devices:
 IBM Storwize storage controller
 Dell PS Series storage controller
This paper describes the Dell and Storwize specific iSCSI discovery and session
establishment and migration related procedures that include:
 Configuring iSCSI storage controllers (Dell and Storwize)
 Configuring and connecting IBM SVC and Storwize for iSCSI storage
devices
 Online data migration from iSCSI storage to SVC storage
Table 1 shows the migrations that are supported on IBM SVC and Storwize by
using the iSCSI protocol.
Migration type

Source storage

Target storage

iSCSI to FC migration

iSCSI storage

FC storage

iSCSI to SAS migration

iSCSI storage

SAS storage

iSCSI to iSCSI migration

iSCSI storage

iSCSI storage

FC to iSCSI migration

FC storage

iSCSI storage

SAS to iSCSI migration

SAS storage

iSCSI storage

Table 1: Supported migration matrix on IBM SVC/Storwize by using iSCSI protocol
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iSCSI initiator configuration is same on both SVC and Storwize. In the
example used for this white paper, the Lab team used SVC as the iSCSI
initiator. Same steps will be applicable for Storwize also.

Configuring iSCSI initiator on SVC and connecting IBM
Storwize as an iSCSI storage
Configuring an iSCSI Storwize target controller
Steps for configuration:
1. On Storwize backend controller, create a host object and add all the SVC
initiator's iSCSI qualified name (IQN) in the host object.
svctask mkhost -iscsiname<iqn> -name <host_obj_name>

Example:
svctask mkhost -iscsiname iqn.198603.com.ibm:2145.cluster9.113.57.158.node1-name
iscsifrontend

Figure 3: Create a host object with SVC iSCSI initiator's IQN

Use the host_obj_name which is given in the mkhost command
above, and use the same in the following CLI to add other IQNs of the
iSCSI initiators cluster.
svctask addhostport -iscsiname<iqn><host_obj_name>

Example:
svctask addhostport -iscsiname iqn.198603.com.ibm:2145.cluster9.113.57.158.nod2
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Figure 4: Add other IBM SVC node's iSCSI IQN

Note: To enable iSCSI authentication on the back-end Storwize
controller, give a chap secret to the host object created in step 1.
chhost -chapsecret<chap secret><host object id / name>

Example:
svctask chhost –chapsecret hostchap iscsifrontend

2. Map the volumes to the SVC iSCSI initiator cluster that the user wants to
migrate.
svctask mkvdiskhostmap -host <host object
id/name><vdisk id/name>

Example:
svctask mkvdiskhostmap -host iscsifrontend

backSSD_0

Figure 5: Map VDisk to the newly created host object

3. Make sure that the system layer of the Storwize back-end controller is set
to the storage mode using the svcinfo lssystem CLI. If it is not set to
the storage mode, change it by using following CLI.
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svctask chsystem -layer storage

4. Configure the target IPs on the Storwize back-end controller using the –
host flag to allow login from the iSCSI initiator, if not done already.
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip<ipv4 addr> gw<ipv4 gwaddr> -mask <mask>
-host yes <port id>
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip_6 <ipv6 addr> prefix_6 <prefix> -gw_6 <ipv6 gwaddr>
-host_6 -yes
<port id>

Best practices to get maximum
bandwidth for migration:
 You can use any
available 1 Gbps or 10
Gbps Ethernet port to
establish iSCSI
connectivity between
the SAN Volume
Controller system and
the backend storage
controller.
 To avoid performance
bottlenecks, the iSCSI
initiator and target
systems must use
Ethernet ports at the
same speed. Do not use
a combination of 1
Gbps and 10 Gbps
Ethernet links.

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1 -ip 192.168.200.91 -gw
192.168.200.1 -mask 255.255.255.0
-host yes 3

If the IPs are already configured, change the host flag to yes using the
following CLI:
svctask cfgportip -node <node id>
id>

-host yes <port

svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -host_6 -yes <port
id>

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1

-host yes 3

Figure 6: iSCSI IP configured at the IBM Strowize iSCSI back end
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Configuring SVC iSCSI initiator and connecting it to IBM
Storwize iSCSI storage
IBM SVC can be configured as an iSCSI initiator from which you can
perform manual discovery and establish sessions with the iSCSI storage
controllers.
Perform the following steps to configure IBM SVC as the iSCSI initiator and
connect it to the IBM Storwize iSCSI storage:
iSCSI storage discovery is
supported in two ways.
Cluster wide discovery:
This means that target
discovery will happen from
all nodes of the SVC
cluster.
I/O group wide discovery:
This means that the target
discovery will happen from
all nodes from the specified
I/O group.

1. Make sure that the system layer of the SVC initiator system is set to
replication using the lssystem CLI. If it is not in replication
layer, change it using the following command.
svctak chsystem -layer replication

2. Configure iSCSI IPs on the SVC initiator with the storage flag set to
yes, if not done already.
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip<ipv4 addr> gw<ipv4 gwaddr> -mask <mask>
-storage yes <port id>
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip_6 <ipv6 addr> prefix_6 <prefix> -gw_6 <ipv6 gwaddr>
-storage_6 yes <port id>

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1 -ip 192.168.200.81 -gw
192.168.200.1 -mask 255.255.255.0
-storage yes 3

If the iSCSI IPs are already configured, change storage flag to yes
using following command:
svctask cfgportip -node <node id>
id>

-storage yes <port

svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -storage_6 -yes
<port id>

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1

-storage yes 3

3. Discover the iSCSI backend through the SVC iSCSI initiator. Cluster
wide discovery is usually recommended.
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Figure 7: Discovery of the IBM Storwize iSCSI storage controller

Discovery can be performed in two ways:
a. Cluster wide discovery:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>
-targetip <ipv4_addr>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]

svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>
-targetip6 <ipv6_addr>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]

Example:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid 3
-targetip 192.168.200.91
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Figure 8: Discovering and connecting to the IBM Storwize iSCSI back end

To perform cluster wide discovery with authentication, specify the
-chapsecret parameter. The username parameter should not
be specified in CLI for Storwize back-end discovery. You need to
provide the same chap secret that you gave in the Storwize backend controller.
b. I/O group wide discovery:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>
-iogrp<iogrp id/iogrp name>
-targetip <ipv4_addr>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>
-iogrp<iogrp id/iogrp name>
-targetip6 <ipv6_addr>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]

Example:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid 3
-iogrp 0 -targetip 192.168.200.91
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To perform I/O group wide discovery with authentication, specify the
-chapsecret parameter. The username parameter should not be
specified in CLI for Storwize back-end connectivity. You need to
provide the same chap secret that you gave in Storwize back-end
controller.
4. Check the discovered targets using the svcinfo
lsiscsistorageportcandidate CLI:
iSCSI storage connectivity is
supported in two ways.
Figure 9: Listing IBM Storwize iSCSI back-end controller

Similar to discovery, iSCSI
sessions establishment with the
back-end storage can be done
both I/O group wide and
cluster wide. However, if
discovery is done I/O group
wide, then sessions can be
established only from the
specified I/O group.
Cluster wide connectivity:
This means that target
connectivity will happen from
all nodes of the SVC cluster.
I/O group wide connectivity:
This means that target
connectivity will happen from
all nodes from the specified I/O
group.

5. Connect to the discovered iSCSI Storwize controller using the svctask
addiscsistorageport command using any of the following ways:
a. Cluster wide connect:
svctask addiscsistorageport
<row id of lsiscsistorageportcandidate>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]

Example:
svctask addiscsistorageport 0

b. I/O group wide connect:
svctask addiscsistorageport -iogrp
<io group id/ io group name>
<row id of
lsiscsistorageportcandidate>
[-chapsecret<chap secret>]

Example:
svctask addiscsistorageport -iogrp 0 0

To perform aconnectivity with authentication, specify the chapsecret parameter. The username parameter should not be
specified in the CLI for the Storwize back-end connection. You need
to provide the same chap secret that you gave in the Storwize backend controller.
iSCSI back-end external storage will be visible as shown in the following
figure after a successful iSCSI connection.

Figure 10: Listing connected IBM Storwize iSCSI back-end controller
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Figure 11: External Storwize iSCSI storage

Configuring iSCSI initiator on SVC and connecting Dell
EqualLogic as an iSCSI storage
Configuring Dell EqualLogic as an iSCSI storage controller
Dell can be configured using its configuration guide at:
en.community.dell.com/dell-groups/dtcmedia/m/mediagallery/19852516/download

However, perform the following steps to configure Dell EqualLogic Model:
PS Dell 70-485 type 19:
1. Configure Dell using the CLI.
a. Log in to Dell with super user rights. Identify the volumes on
Dell, which need to be migrated from Dell to SVC or
Storwize.
delleql >volume show

b. Give access of all LUN targets of Dell to all nodes of SVC
from which discovery has to be done.

Figure 12: Identifying and mapping of the Dell volumes to be migrated

Figure 13: Assign multihost access to Dell volumes

2. Configure Dell using the GUI.
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Log in to the Dell GUI with super user rights and identify the volumes
that needs to be migrated and provide access to SVC nodes.

Figure 14: Allow multi-host access to the Dell volumes from GUI

Configuring IBM SVC as an iSCSI initiator and connecting it to
the Dell EqualLogic iSCSI storage
Perform the following steps to configure IBM SVC as the iSCSI initiator and
connect it to the Dell EqualLogic iSCSI storage:
1. Make sure that the system layer of the SVC initiator system is set to
replication using the lssystem CLI. If it is not in the replication
layer, change it using the following command:
svctask chsystem -layer replication

2. Configure the iSCSI IPs on the SVC initiator with the storage flag set
to yes, if not done already.
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip<ipv4 addr> gw<ipv4 gwaddr> -mask <mask>
-storage yes <port id>
svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -ip_6 <ipv6 addr> prefix_6 <prefix> -gw_6 <ipv6 gwaddr>
-storage_6 yes <port id>

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1 -ip 192.168.104.81 -gw
192.168104.1 -mask 255.255.255.0
-storage yes 4

If the iSCSI IPs are already configured, change the storage flag to yes
using following command:
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svctask cfgportip -node <node id>
id>

-storage yes <port

svctask cfgportip -node <node id> -storage_6 -yes
<port id>

Example:
svctask cfgportip -node 1

-storage yes 4

3. Manually discover the Dell iSCSI storage controller. Discovery can be of
two types, cluster wide discovery and I/O group wide discovery.
a. Discover the Dell target from the SVC cluster wide:
The example in this paper
explains the virtualization of
Dell Storage using an iSCSI
protocol on the SVC iSCSI
initiator.
The I/O group wide
connectivity is usually
preferred for Dell storage.

svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>targetip <ipv4_addr>[-username <username>chapsecret<chap secret>]

svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>targetip6 <ipv6_addr>[-username <username> chapsecret<chap secret>]

Example:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid 4
-iogrp 0 -targetip 192.168.104.3

b. Discover the Dell target from SVC I/O group wide:
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>-iogrp<iogrp
id/iogrp name>targetip <ipv4_addr>[username <username>
-chapsecret<chap secret>]
svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid <source_port_number>-iogrp<iogrp
id/iogrp name>-targetip6 <ipv6_addr>[-username
<username> -chapsecret<chap secret>]

To perform discovery with authentication, specify the
-chapsecret and -username parameters for the Dell
controller. You need to provide the same chap secret that you
gave in Dell back-end controller.
Example:
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svctask detectiscsistorageportcandidate srcportid 4
-iogrp 0 -targetip 192.168.104.3

4. Run svcinfo lsiscsistorageportcandidate to see all the
discovered iSCSI targets.

Figure 15: List of discovered targets from Dell

5. Connect to the discovered Dell controller using any of the following
methods:
a.

Cluster wide connect:
svctask addiscsistorageport [-username <username>chapsecret<chap secret>] <row id of
lsiscsistorageportcandidate>

Example:
svctask addiscsistorageport

b.

0

I/O group wide connect:
svctask addiscsistorageport -iogrp <io group id/
io group name> [-username <username>chapsecret<chap secret>]<row id of
lsiscsistorageportcandidate>

Example:
svctask addiscsistorageport -iogrp 0 0

To perform connectivity with authentication, specify the username and the -chapsecret parameters. You need to
provide the same chap secret that you gave in Dell back-end
controller.
6. Run the svcinfo lsiscsistorageport command to list the status
of the established sessions between SVC and the Dell iSCSI connected
storage controller.

Figure 16: List newly connected targets from Dell

7. Repeat step 5 for each LUN mapped from Dell.
8. After this step is complete, notice that the iSCSI Dell external storage is
visible.
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Figure 17: Dell controller and its LUNs are visible on IBM SVC

Minimum production
downtime

After completing step 8, the lab setup will be as shown in Figure 18.

Production LUN will be
temporarily unavailable so
there will be minimum
production time.
What will be the duration of
this down time?
Remove the direct mapping
between the production server
and LUN that is to be migrated
from iSCSI storage devices,
and then map the same LUN
from the iSCSI storage to the
SVC cluster. Create an image
mode VDisk on the iSCSI
LUN, and map it to the
production server through the
SVC SAN environment to
make it available for
consumption.

Figure 18: Lab setup after mapping the Dell LUN to the SVC cluster

Online data migration from iSCSI storage to SVC storage
The example in this paper explains the online data migration from Dell storage
to SVC iSCSI initiator using an iSCSI protocol. Same steps will be applicable
for online data migration from Storwize iSCSI storage controller to SVC iSCSI
initiator.
Before starting the migration, make sure that the SVC cluster has an active
quorum on the FC and SAS storage.
For example, there is a LUN mapped from Dell EqualLogic to a host that has
some data to be migrated to IBM SVC using iSCSI.
Initial status of data on the Windows system before staring the migration is
shown in the following figure.
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Figure 19: Two 1 GB LUNs on which Windows have some production data that has to be
migrated

Figure 20: Tree structure of one of the production LUNs from Dell mapped directly to the
Windows host

Figure 21: Pie chart of usage of Dell LUN mapped directly to host

Map the same LUN from Dell to IBM SVC by following the procedure
mentioned in the previous section and follow steps 1through 8.
After establishing iSCSI session between SVC and the iSCSI storage, all the
LUNs from the iSCSI storage (Storwize/ Dell) will be visible on the SVC iSCSI
initiator cluster.
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Migration of data from Dell to SVC cluster by using CLI.
Perform the following steps to migrate data from Dell to an SVC cluster using
CLI:
1.

Dell is connected to IBM SVC through iSCSI and the LUN is mapped
from Dell to SVC. All LUNs mapped from Dell can be listed using the
following command in CLI:
svcinfo lsmdisk

Figure 22: Source (Dell) and target (IBM SVC) LUNs are visible on SVC iSCSI initiator
cluster

2. Create a target storage pool to which all data has to be migrated, if it
does not exist. If a storage pool already exists, then use the same storage
pool as a target storage pool for migration.
svctask mkmdiskgrp -ext<extent size> -name <mdiskgrp
name> -mdisk<colon separated mdisk numbers>

Specify the target managed disks (MDisks) to which data has to be
migrated.
3.

Create one empty storage pool for the Dell LUN.
svctask mkmdiskgrp -ext<extent size> -name <mdiskgrp
name>

Note: The extent size of both source and target storage pools should be
same.
4.

Create an image mode VDisk on all the MDisk that need to be migrated.
svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp<mdiskgrp name> -mdisk<mdisk
id> -vtype image -name <vdisk name>

Figure 23: Create a storage pool and an imaged mode VDisk on Dell LUN

5. Unmap the direct connectivity from the Dell LUN to the host.
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6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for all the MDisks that needs to be migrated. Map all
imaged mode VDisks to host one by one.

Figure 24: Map image mode Dell VDisk to Windows host

After mapping the image mode VDisk to Windows 2000 Server to make
it available for production, the lab setup looks as shown in the following
figure.

Figure 25: New image mode VDisk is available for production.

7. Check that the newly mapped VDisks are visible to the server and data is
intact.
8. Start migration on image mode VDisk using the following command.
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp<mdiskgrp id/name
created/Identified in step 2> -vdisk<vdisk id/name>

For example:
svctask migratevdisk –mdiskgrp SVCmdiskgrp –vdisk
Dellvdisk

Repeat step 8 for all VDisks.
9. Monitor the status of migration using the svcinfo lsmigrate command.
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Figure 26: Online VDisk migration from Dell to IBM SVC.

Figure 27: Online data migration from Dell to SVC virtualized storage

10. Verify that all VDisks are migrated to the target storage pool.

Figure 28: Dell LUN is migrated to the IBM SVC storage pool

11. Notice that the data remains intact and the host still can view the LUN.

Figure 29: Tree structure of one of the LUNs from IBM SVC/Storwize on host
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Figure 30: Pie chart of IBM SVC LUN mapped to host

12. Remove all iSCSI sessions associated with the Dell storage controller.

Migration of data from Dell to SVC controller using GUI
Perform the following steps to migrate data from Dell to IBM SVC controller
using the GUI:
1. Configure and connect Dell as the iSCSI backend to IBM SVC as
mentioned in the previous section.
2. After Dell is connected to IBM SVC through the iSCSI protocol, the
storage LUNs which are mapped from Dell to SVC will be visible on the
SVC iSCSI initiator as shown in the following figure:

Figure 31: External iSCSI Dell controller and its LUNs

3. Rename all Dell LUNs to reduce the confusion later.

Figure 32: Rename all Dell LUNs
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Figure 33: All Dell LUNs are renamed

4. Create a target storage pool with 8 GB extent size on which the data from
the newly discovered iSCSI LUN has to be migrated. If there is an
existing storage pool with the 8 GB extent size, the same can be used as
the target storage pool.

Figure 34: Create target storage pool on IBM SVC cluster
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Figure 35: Specify LUNs for target storage pool which exist on IBM SVC initiator storage

Figure 36: Target storage pool "SVCmdiskgrp" is created

5. Start migration using the iSCSI protocol and click Next.

Figure 37: Start Migration from IBM SVC GUI

Step 5 automatically creates an image VDisk on Dell LUN.
The GUI suggests adding a host and mapping the newly created image mode
VDisk to it. If the host object is already created, then just map the newly created
image mode VDisk to the host object.
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Figure 38: Map new image mode VDisk to host

Figure 39: Select host if it already exists, else create a new host
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Figure 40: Map image mode volume to host

Figure 41: Volume selected for host mapping

6. Select the target storage pool to which the image mode VDisk has to be
migrated and click Next.
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Figure 42: Select target storage pool where data has to be migrated

7. Notice that migration starts for one Dell LUN.

Figure 43: Migration started and in progress

8. Similarly, perform steps 6 and 7 for each Dell LUN which has to be
migrated.

Figure 44: Migration is in progress
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Figure 45: Migration completed

9. After completion of migration, delete the VDisk copy existing on the Dell
storage pool.

Figure 46: VDisk copies on both Dell and IBM SVC storage pool

Figure 47: Select the VDisk copy from the Dell storage pool

Figure 48: VDisks exist only on the IBM SVC storage pool

10. Unmap the Dell LUNs from IBM SVC post successful migrations by
removing the iSCSI sessions with Dell.
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Figure 49: Removing iSCSI sessions from Dell

Figure 50: Dell controller is not visible after sessions are removed

11. Notice that data is intact on all IBM SVC VDisks.
Data integrity after
migration
Data statistics shown in Figure
19 and Figure 20 before
migration is identical after
migration in Figure 49 and
Figure 50.

Figure 51: Tree structure of one of the VDisks on IBM SVC on host

Figure 52: Pie chart of IBM SVC/ Storwize VDisk mapped to host
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Resources
The following websites provide useful references to supplement the
information contained in this paper:


IBM Storwize V7000 Support page
ibm.com/storage/support/storwize/v7000



IBM Storwize V7000 home page
ibm.com/systems/storage/news/center/storwize_v7000/index.html



IBM Storwize V7000 Supported hardware list
ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S1003703



IBM Storwize V7000 Knowledge Center
ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/ST3FR7



IBM SVC Knowledge Center
ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/STPVGU/landing/SVC_welcome.ht
ml



IBM Redbooks
ibm.com/redbooks/redbooks/pdfs/sg247432.pdf
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